From the perspective of information processing theory, Dual Fulk consider meta cognition as the executive control processes such as, attention, review, practice, organizing, and manipulating information. The term "meta cognition" is someone's knowledge about his or her cognitive processes and the way of optimal use of them to achieve learning objectives.
In other words, meta cognition is someone's knowledge or awareness of his or her cognitive system.
Metcalfe and Shimamora consider meta cognition as a means of manipulating and regularizing the cognitive processes. Brown represents meta cognition in two ways of cognitive activities or processes and methods using for regulating cognitive processes.
META COGNITION ELEMENTS
Meta cognition processes have two independent but relevant elements; one of them is meta cognition knowledge and another one is meta cognition experience. Meta cognition knowledge is associated with knowledge regarding to mind and its function. Meta cognition knowledge includes practice and strategy and someone's knowledge about himself or herself. Meta cognition is achieved, when a person is being aware of his or her cognitive abilities and disabilities.
For example from the Rous perspective some one who is aware of his or her memory weakness, has a meta cognitive knowledge which announce him to do a appropriate action for compensating his disability. In general, meta cognition refers to what a person knows about himself or about cognition, and meta cognition experience is called to those meta cognitive experiences and sentimental experiences associated with cognitive action. Meta cognition experiences may be conscious and notable or less notable. People are less aware of their activities, unless through a cognitive activity such as ambiguity they face a fault in the sentence. It is here that meta cognition warn them they have problem and should think of a remedy for solving it. Meta cognitive experiences help a person to find that how much has developed? What problem has toward achieving the goal?
Flavel has mentioned 3 components of a person's knowledge about his or her cognitive system, a person's knowledge about his or her meta cognitive system, a person's knowledge about strategies.
